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Pol 'icymak'ing for Long-term Gl oba'l Issues

Soedj atmoko

I International Governance

The governance of the international system resides, in formal terms, in a

collection of agreements and institutions entered into by the governments of

nation-states. Some see the proliferation of such agreements and

instjtutjons slowly chipping away at the prevaif ing anarchy of the system,

perhaps leading to the emergence of some k'ind of world government. But I

would like to make clear at the outset that when I speak of jnternatjonal

governance, I am not speaking about jnternatjonal government. lndeed, one

of the elements of the argument I will set out'is the ljmjted role that

nat'ional governments oer se are capable of performing in the governance of

the international system

By governance, I mean to encompass the aggregate of forces, systems,

institutjons, movements, confl icts, and accommodations by which human beings

cooperate and compete. Frameworks of human 'interact j on as d'iverse as

financial markets, armed confl icts, transnat'ional corporations,

jnternat'ional organisations, mass migration, drug trafficking, resource

regimes, ref igious movements, and intergovernmental negotjations all fall
within the realm of governance.

The institutions and arrangements through wh'ich national governments

attempt to manage such compiex phenomena were dev'ised, for the most part, in

the'immedjate aftermath of l,rlorld tJar II. The world today'is so

fundamentally djfferent from the world of 1945 that the obsolescence of the

0riginaily presented under the tit1e, "lnternational Governance: Pol icy-
making for Long-term and Non-territorial Issues"
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postwarinstitutions can scarcely come as a surprjse. The popuiation of the

globe has more than doubled, with by far the largest share of growth

occurring in the southern hemisphere. The achievement of decolonjzation has

rewritten the political ffidp, multiplied the number of actors in the state

system, and opened a channel for the expressjon of the aspirat'ions of the

Third Horld. There has been a revolution of mobjlity and communication, so

that the problems and conflicts of one group of people can no longer be

confjned to one corner of the 91obe. The international djvision of labour

has changed rad'ically and disruptively, but in the process of doing so has

contributed to an explosjon of human productivity that has put undreamed-of

affluence wjthjn the reach of hundreds of milljons of people" The new

affluence has heightened the awareness and the insupportability of absolute

poverty, which has also grown with human numbers

The rise'in production to meet human needs and desires has created

problems of waste, pollution, and resource abuse on a g1oba1 scale. The

extension of humankjnd's prowess in penetrating hitherto'inaccessible

realms--the deep seas, outer space, the most host'i1e deserts, mountains, and

frozen wastes--has removed buffers and neutral areas that once served to

cushion and d'issjpate hostil jtjes. The exp:nential growth of destructjve

power and its concentration in weapons systems that are small, powerful,

portable, and easily obtainable have magnifjed the difficultjes of keeping

the peace. The development of two vast arsenals of nuclear weapons has not

only given the superpowers the ability to eradicate human civilization, but

has also changed fundamentally the nature of jnternational poiitics, wjth

possessjon of nuclear weapons seen as the entry card to great power status.
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The current pace of demographic, economic, and technological change is

such that the next forty years promise to be as volatile as the 1ast, jf not

more so. Any new jnstitutions or arrangements for jnternational governance

that are devised now may also be seen as obsolete in forty years--or even by

the time they are'in p1ace" No single group of poiicymakers has the

capacity to marshall all the facts, understand all the alternatives, predict

all the reactions to, or anticipate all the interpretations of, an act'ion.

This fact argues for max'imum flex'ibil ity, the widest poss jble consultation,

and a large degree of humility in framing new instruments of governance.

L'imi tat'ions of the N_at'ion-State

Apart from jts vol atil ity, the major characterist'ic of the international

system i s i ts compl exi ty. Reacti on to thi s compl exi ty 'i s very often a

tendency toward reductionism--one of the most serious manifestat'ions of

which is perhaps the fiction that the only actors of consequence in the

international system are governments of nation-states. Even the term

'international reveals thjs bias. 0ne might more accurately use the term

g1oba1 or transnat'ional to descrjbe the forces that drive indjvidual and

col I ect i ve human i nteract i on .

Today, there are a multjplicity of actors capab'le of making the'ir

presence fel t 'in i nternat j onal rel at'ions. These actors exi st at both I ower

and higher levels of aggregatlon than the natjon-state. It has been amply

demonstrated in recent years how powerful an impact can be made at the

regional and even g1oba1 level by very small groups of people accountable to

no one but themselves--for example, terrorists, arms dealers, or drug

smugglers, operating on the margin of the state system, as well as financial
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specul ators. Unorganized masses of people act'ing unconsciously in concert

have similarly profound effects on the ecosystem and economies they inhabit.

Individual decis'ions, such as whether to have anothei chjld, cut down a

tree, open an overseas bank account, or move from the country to the city,

aggregate themselves into major societal trends.

At the other end of the spectrum, the freedom of act'ion of national

governments is constrained by the decisjons and requirements of

supranatjonal'institutions and forces. These include inst'itut'ions such as

the International Monetary Fund, organisat'ions such as the European Economjc

Community and the United Nations, and corporations such as Tosh'iba, Fjat, or

Citibank, as well as more diffuse forces, such as currency and commodity

markets, re1 igious movements, the internatjonal communications media, and

expatriate populat'ions. The governments of indiv'idual Lountries, clearly,

have very I jmjted control --though they often have considerable jnfluence--

over e'ither subnatjonal or transnatjonal" processes. Moreover, governmental

freedom of action'is also constra'ined by an ever-tightening noose of

environmental phenomena, such as air and water pollution, cl imatic change,

so'il erosion, and geological instabil ity.
The bedrock of the contemporary international system is the principle

of stare sovereignty. Increasingly, however, state sovereignty is being

revealed as a myth. 0f course it has always been true that, as George

0rwel1 might say, some states are more sovereign than others. But the myth

of sovereignty has been, until fairly recently, a useful one, deliberately

adopted to blunt the edge of brute force and constrain the exercjse of

coercive pou/er. certa'in1y for the new nations.in the Third world,

sovereignty is the expression of their right to self-determinatjon and
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identity, and their most powerful weapon in protect'ing thejr rights and

securing their rightful p'lace in the world. Sovere'ignty, therefore is stjll

a valuable and necessary functjon.

The myth of state soverejgnty, however, a'lso encourages a tendency

toward unilateral ism, an unreal istic bel jef that the problems confront'ing a

country can and perhaps should be dealt with by the government of that

country acting independently. This fosters an illusion at best futile and

at worst dangerous--that certain values which are in fact'indivisjble can be

div'ided up into pieces corresponding to the s jze and shape of part'icul ar

natjon-states. Security, prosperity, the integrity of the environment are

no longer withjn the grasp of any single state, even the most powerful.

Each nat'ion is jnt'imately bound to jts adversaries as well as to its frjends

by a common vulnerability.

Our Conrnon Vu'l nerab'i 'l i ty

I would like to dwe11, for a few moments, on the nature of our common

vulnerabjlity, for jt js something new in our era. The restrictjons that it
imposes on the behavior of governments and other actors set the parameters

of internatjonal governance. The three spheres that I have mentioned--

security, the economy, and the envjronment--provide some of the clearest

'il I ustrati ons.

l,lar between the most powerful, nuclear-armed states has utter'ly lost
j ts useful ness as a way of reso'lvi ng d'isputes or achi evi ng po1 i cy

obiecti ves. It can only be expected to I ead to mutual annj hi I ati on.

Geopolitjcs has been changed, radically and permanently, not only by the

technology of nuclear explosives but by what Danjel Deudney has called the
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"transparency revol uti on" : the advances 'in commun'icati ons and

transportat i on technol ogi es that have abol i shed the geographi cal front 'l 
i ne

or rear guard as meaningful mif itary concepts. Today, the global commons--

the oceans and the atmosphere--are thoroughly mi1 jtarized. Rather than

servjng as protective barriers or buffers, they are the fluid suspension

media for a 91oba1 war-making capacity against which there is no realistic

defence. Security for the superpowers is no longer divisible, and it rests

on the ability to avo'id war rather than the abjlity to defend against

attack. The nonsuperpowers are also impl jcated jn this imperative, since

they would suffer equally from the destruct'ion of civiljzatjon and possibly

permanent damage to the p1 anet' s abj 1 i ty to support I i fe .

it js relatjvely easy to make the argument for common securjty in the

nuclear sphere, though it is by no means un'iversally acknowiedged. But

conventional war, too, in recent years has lost much of its effectiveness

and its legitimacy as a method of pursuing natjonal interests. The spoils

of war are no'longer seen as the just deserts of the vjctor. For example,

the Israelj annexatjon of the West Bank and Gaza after jts victory in 1967

jn a war wh'ich jt d'id not start is not recognized as legitimate even after

twenty years. Ljbya has twjce won the Aouzou strip from Chad, but stiII is

not its acknowledged master. Vjetnam's conquest of Cambod'ia rena'ins a bone

of contention, even though much of the world was reljeved to see the Khmer

Rouge disiodged from power.

The rel uctance of the 'internat j onal commun'ity to accept a mi I i tary

victory as the decisive outcome of a confljct has reduced the effectiveness

of war as an 'instrument of po1 i cy. Devel opments j n m'i 1 i tary technol ogy have

had the same effect. H'igh1y soph j st'icated, powerful , portabl e weapons are
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easily available on the open market, making it extremely difficult to put an

end to resjstance by military means. It takes only a handful of people to

do great damage to a nat'ion's infrastructure and tranquility, and only a

modest amount of money from an interested bystander to equip them. The

seemingly interminable confl icts in Ango'la and Mozambique, Afghanjstan, the

Philjppines, Srj Lanka, Central America, and the Middle East all bear

wi tness to th j s. Not only i s 'it easy and cheap to keep a confl i ct go'ing; i t
js also easy for a small but determined force to inflict djsproport'ionate

damage to conventjonal mif itary forces, which tend to present large and

concentrated targets vulnerable even to rather unsoph'ist'icated weapons, such

as a mine or a car bomb. The picture of the mightiest navies in the world

drawn'into the Persian Gulf and then thrown into disarray by small units of

speedboats laying mines by hand and firing mach'ine guns'or shoulder-

launched rockets must be a soberjng one for miiitary strategists.

The declining utjlity of armed force as a method of attaining security

impels us to look for alternatjve methods. I am not one to dream of an end

to confl ict among natjons and peoples. Compet'ition and confl'ict are normal

states of affairs among states, as among corporatjons or indeed members of a

family. l^lhat is needed 'is greater rel iance on methods of resolving, or at

least managing, conflicts that are'less destructive of the jnterests of the

parties 'involved and the interests of the bystanders.

It js, in other words, time to reverse the classic formulation that

"war is diplomacy by other means" and resuscitate the art of diplomacy. It
might be more precise to say that we need to reinvent the art of djplomacy,

for the 'issues, instrumental'ities, and dynamics of fore'ign po1 icy have

changed so thoroughly that time-honoured tradit'ions of d'iplomacy may require

la
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major overhauls. Certainly, the application of sheer power to counter

threats to security has shown itself to be costly, frustrating, and

frequently se1 f-defeating.

Economjc securjty is perhaps even more elusjve th

A.4

m'i 1 i tary securi ty
The g1oba1 economy today functions as a single unit. Small and mjddle-sized

countrjes especially are subject to econom'ic forces over wh.ich they can

exert little or no control and which play themselves out in distant,
anonymous fjnancial centers" The collapse of commodity prices in the past

fjfteen years was in iarge part the result of recession in the

industrial jzed countries, compounded by advances in synthet.ic materjals and

technology and, ironical'ly., by overproduction, as Third h{orld countries

desperate for foreign exchange tried to export more and more to make up for
fal l j ng pri ces.

International capital markets shift huge sums of money around the

world on electronic impuise, affecting the exchange rates, credjtworth.iness,

and interest payments of sovereign borrowers. The governments of the five,
or seven, or ten largest market economies have been compelled to cooperate
'in order to moderate the vjolent fluctuations jn some capital currency

markets, but thei r po1 i cy coord'i nati on remai ns fai r1y superfi ci al . They

have not yet come to terms with the need for deep intrusjon jnto domest.ic

economjc prerogat'ives. Nor have other actors, such as banks, corporations,

and members of stock exchanges, accepted the need for self-regulatjon in the

interests of the stabjlity and prosperity of the system as a whole. Until
they do so, they invite the intervention of the state, however Ijm.ited and

i mperfect 'i ts power to controi may be.
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The domest'ic impact of 91oba1 economjc forces may contnibute to the

erosjon of the perceived legitimacy of the state. The state is expected to

defend and advance the materjal well-being of the citizenry. l.lhen it is

seen to fail in this task, the state comes under criticism or even attack

from the growing masses of people who are progressively alienated from a

state that is unable--or unwi'11 ing--to provide them with opportunities to

sustajn or better their economic condjtion. In some countries, a pattern of

instabil ity has been establ ished as successive governments, equally

powerless to control the economy, fall. opposition may well turn to

violence, or provoke it, as a particular regime cf ings to power in the face

of econom'ic fai.l ure.

However, the alienation resulting from economic stagnation may have

pos'itive effects in some situat'ions. It may persuade peop'1e to throw the.ir

support beh'ind an oppos'ition that does offer a positive alternative, even if
an unpalatable one jn the short run. It may, in particular, pefsuade the

professional and middle classes, who often have a bias for the status quo,

that their interests Iie with change, in common cause with the poorer

sect'ions of society. Redemocrat'izat'ion jn Southern Europe, Latin America,

and the Philippines was clearly given impetus by the economic fa.ilures of

authori tari a1 regimes. l./hether the pol i ti ca'l reformers w'il I be abl e to

better the econom'ic record of their predecessors remains, in several cases,

to be seen. Even the highest standards of economic management will not

protect newly democratized countries--or any others--from the degradations

of low export prices for commodjties, h'igh interest rates, the drying-up of

commercial lending, protectionism'in the major importing countries, and

speculat'ive transfers of potential investment funds.
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Our common vulnerabjljty is perhaps most graphjcally jllustrated on a

dajly basis jn our physical surround'ings--the g1oba1 environment. We are

learning, as the science of ecology develops, to regard our planet as an

organism, and to understand how delicately balanced some of its resource

systems are. l,Je know that the origin of acid rain, whjch has reduced lakes

'in Northern Europe and the northern United States to crystal-clear deserts,

ljes jn the burning of fossil fuels" l,Je are fa'irly certain that the use of

fluorocarbons threatens the ozone iayer. l.Je have good reason to suspect

that the bu'i1dup of carbon dioxide from combustion of organic and foss'il

fuels may warm the atmosphere enough to melt the polar icecaps sufficiently

to flood many heavily-populated, low-lying areas. I.le understand much less

about the general dynam'ics of the 91oba1 climate and the way it may be

affected by, for exampie, deforestation and desertificat'ion--but we know

enough to realjze that we may be approaching certain points of

irreversibjl ity"

The fate of the 91oba1 env'ironment and the disposjt'ion of resources

I jes not only 'in the hands of governments, international organisat'ions, and

corporations, but'int he hands of hundreds of millions of people who face

constra'ints jn their dajly lives that not one of us here faces. Many of us

probab'ly have great diff iculty even in imagin'ing them. I am ta'lking of the

poor peasants whose land-use decisjons, made under the most cruelly Iim'iting

circumstances, will determine the future of forests and watersheds, and

thereby the productive potential of entjre reg'ions. These hundreds of

millions are decision makers as surely as are the tjmber barons or cattle

ranchers, though the latter are both more destructive and less constra'ined

in the chojces they make.

!'
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I Long-Term and Nonterritorial Issues

The kjnd of problems encountered in the spheres of security, the economy,

and the environment jllustrate the problems of international governance,

that'is, the governance of complex systems characterized by lack of control,

lack of accountability, and great uncertainty about outcomes. The late

Aurelio Peccej, the founder of the C'lub of Rome, near the end of hjs life
Iamented "the absolute ungovernability of society as presently

organised....Despjte the system-l jke nature of humankind's g1oba1 body, no

po1 i ti ca1 phi 1 osophy or i nsti tutj ons have been evol ved to ensure i ts

governance. "

The problems of jnternational governance seen as a systemic need, as

opposed to the simpler notion of governing rel at'ions belween national

governments, are especially difficult when jt comes to dealing with long-

term issues and nonterritorial issues. There js no constituency for the

future, particularly the more distant future, beyond the lives of our oi{n

ch'i I dren or grandchi I dren. Today, we bui I d nothi ng that j s the equi va1 ent

of the medieval cathedrals, built to last for a thousand years and more.

Short-run considerations--generally as short as a term of office--dominate

national pol it'ica1 cons'iderations. And domestic pof it'ical cycles are

generally out of phase w'ith 91oba1 needs--whether they be a consistent

approach to multilateral negotiat'ions, a decades-1ong plan for environmental

recovery, or a gradual phasing out of nuclear weapons.

If constituencies for long-term jssues are weak, so are constituenc'ies

for concerns beyond nat'ional borders. This 'is true despite the real ities of

interdependence, which have blurred the demarcatjon between domestjc and
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foreign-po1 icy issues. 0ne jncreasingly important example, out of many, of

the interpenetratjon of domestic and'international problems is that posed by

the growing scale of population movements between countries" They are the

result of continued and even worsening disparities jn living standards and

economjc growth rates, of detei^ioration of the environment or of security,

and of gross disparities in rates of population growth.

Th'is trend confronts many of the aff1uent industrialized countrjes

wj th three optj ons " 0ne i s to revj ve the f1 aggi ng i nternatj onal devel opment

effort. The second is to allow the free movement of people across national

boundaries, as 'is a'lready the case, in large measure, wjth the free movement

of capital. The th'ird option would be to accept the jnevitabjlity of

mul ti ethni c soc j et j es, and to devel op ca1 i brated po1 i c'ies re'l ati ng the scal e

of jntake to improved absorption and integration policjes that would he'lp

reduce the I i kel 'ihood of raci al or ethni c confl j cts. The urgency of cho'ice

'is obv j ous. However, the absence of po1 i,t'ical wi 11 , the weakness of

nat'ional and jnternational constituenc'ies, as well 3s the I ack of an agreed

analysis that could form the basjs for a collective approach, are equally

obvious.

The problems of policymaking on a 91o5a1 scale for long-term and

nonterrjtorial jssues are therefore not just political. There is genuine

sc'ientifjc uncertainty about the consequences of decisjons taken and

impiemented today, and disagreement abut the implications of the

uncerta'inty. To take one exampie, many people feel that the probability of

serious accidents at nuclear power plants is iarge and outweighs any

possible advantage, given the avajlabil ity of safer advantages. 0thers

believe that the probabif ity is low enough to justify the benefits, and
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doubt the vjability of the alternatives on ejther technjcal or economic

grounds.

In addjtjon, many of the issues that have to be addressed l'ie at the

j ntersecti on of tradj ti onal di sci pl i nes and fi el ds of study: securj ty and

development; environment and human settlement; hunger and poverty; climate

and human modjfication of the environment; interdependence and autonomy; and

science, technology, economjc growth, employment, and culture. As these

interfaces are approached, 'it becomes obvjous that the basic conceptual

tools for dealing with them are often inadequate.

The work that needs to be done wjll have to go beyond sectoral

approaches, area stu.dies, and even jnterdiscipl jnarity to fjnd new modes of

analysis for deal jng with complex real jties. This holds for un'ivers'ities as

well as governments, if we are to understand--and act upon our understanding

of--the complexities of sjmultaneous social, economic, po1 it'ica1,

technol og'i cai , and cu'l tural change j n each of our countri es , and the'i r

reflectjon'in the jnternationa'l system. For the turbulence jn the

'internat'ional system cannot be separated from these profound and rapid

changes at the natjonal level.

Concl us i ons

l/hat lessons can be drawn from thjs necessarily cursory sketch? There is jn

the governance of jnterdependence an obvious need for institut'ions at

nat'ional and international 1eve1s, capable of mediating between long-term

ecological, security, and economic needs and values and those resulting from

the shorter-run cycl es of domesti c po1 j tj cs; between the conci I i at'i on or

adjudicatjon of confIict'ing jnterests as presently perceived and the

!'
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unexpressed interests of future generations; between natjonal 'interests and

those of the human community as a whole.

Another lesson is that a crowdeC, multivaried, competjtive, and

interdependent world community, itself in rapid change, cannot afford to

depend on a single global system for its governance. It wjll have to rely

on a plethora of intergovernmental as we'11 as nongovernmental 'institutions,

regimes as well as forma'l and not-so-formal arrangements. The growing

awareness of th'is need is very much reflected'in the rapid increase in the

number of both intergovernmental and nongovernmental organisations, within

as well as without the UN family.

At the natjonal, domestic level, it is not primarily the government

that determ'ines the resil'ience of a socjety but the vigor of its civic and

reiigious institutjons" Likewjse at the internatjonal ievel, it js dynamism

of the transnatjonal nongovernmental organ'isations that determines the

strength and cohesion of the world community and its commjtment to the

val ues of human sol j dari ty and human r.ights .

In add'ition, the fact that many processes of change, and the actors in

them, have come to lie increasingly outside the control of governments

jnev'itabiy puts 1 jmjts on the effectiveness of jntergovernmental

organ'isations. The creation of nongovernmental organjsations capable of

pof icing themselves js therefore indispensable for effective multiIateral

action in those areas where governments have only f imited inf'luence. Thjs

includes professjonal organisations and institutions, commercial and

fjnancial associatjons, civic groups, and ad hoc independent study

commissions.

s
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Much of thjs js already happening, but not at the pace nor with the

determination that the urgency of pressing g'loba1 problems would require"

Over and beyond th'is, we wiII have to find new institutjonal answers to the

need forincreased participation, representation, and coordination, as wel I

as to the need for increased accountabiljty in dealing with these issues.

l'lhile governments are responsible to their parliaments, there is a need for

transnatjonal institutjons that can hoid governments in some ways

accountable for thejr actions or fajlures to act on g1oba1, reg.ional, or

humanitarian 'issues. The European Parliament may well be l,ooked.upon as a

useful prototype--although not necessarily the only type--of t^egjonal and

pei haps eventual'ly funct'ional parl iaments, capable of passing judgement on

g1oba1, F89ional, and humanitarian jssues, and on the intergovernmental and

nongovernmental po1 icjes designed to deal w.ith them.

From these speculative assertions jt should be quite clear that there

are no ready-made formul as to meet the new needs for governance of the

unstable complex systems that together constitute what we loosely call the

91oba1 community. It is obvious that the human community is at the

beginning of a new era--a new learning phase--in which jnnovation and

jnventjveness are at a premium, not only in terms of policies and

inst'itutions, but also jn terms of the very forms of organisatjon.

One suspects that the most responsive and effective organ'isations in a

rapid'ly chang'ing globaf information society will no longer be hierarchical

in structure, but decentral ised and co-archical, horizontal rather than

vertical, having networks wjth some strong nodal points. A dense

multjdirectjonal flow of jnformation within the organisatjon wjll allow for

effective participation, dispersed autonomy, and effectjve coordination.
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Such organjsatjons would be equally sensit'ive to sjgnals com'ing from thejr

changing environment. Social learning, creativity, initiative, and sel f-

organisation mjght well be the important properties in such a setting.

Much will depend on individual and social jnventiveness, as well as on

what might be ca'lled the learning capacity of soc'ieties, of their component

elements, and of the jnternational community. The learning experience we

are just beg'inning to embark upon will include not only the development of

new organisat'ional forms and concepts" It will also include an extension of

soc'ial and moral sensibil ity--a will ingness to assume responsib'il ity for
problems that go beyond our conventiona'l defjnjtjon of the natjonal jnterest

towards an extended concept of the public good that encompasses both the

human race around this globe and its future generations.

To try to do this at a time when the complexity and intractability of

so many g1oba1 problems have led to reductionism, unjlateral ism,

jntolerance, and privatism w'ill continue. to be the major challenge of our

t'ime. It is a challenge from whjch no aspiring diplomat can escape. It may

wel I be the test by wh'ich hi story wi 11 measure us al I .
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Question: You are an educator and the world you iust outlined is very

complicated. How do you plan to educate future generations to deal with

this complicated world?

Dr. Soedjatmoko

I rcfcrred to it very brief ly in my text. The problem that all the

educational systems in the world face is the problem of how to learn to iive

with uncertainty and unpredictability. The size of the iabor market will

change before the educational system has reset its targets, and it will

continue to do so. What our educational systems will need is much greater

flexibility, an emphasis on innovativeness, on inventiveness, and on an

awareness of where to get the knowledge and the skilis that will be

required in an unforeseeable future. These are demands that will have to

be responded to by the educational systems.

At the moment we all know how universities all over the world are

struggling to respond to new demands and having great difficulty, given the

rigidities of universities generaliy. How to link basic research more closeiy

to industrial applications. How to deal with the shortening of the distance

between findings in the basic sciences and their application in the

\f
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consumption sphere. How to train peopie for changing job opportunities.

The emphasis will have to be on retrainabiiity of those who pass through

the university. It is part of a new need for continuous learning. The

universities will have to respond to the longer life span that many of us will

have in this world and prepare people f or a two- or three-career life, or for

different kinds of jobs.

In the developing world, the problems are in part that, but there is a

much larger problem. The educational systems are too expensive to reach

the poor, even though much progress has been made through nonformal

systems. Still, the absolute number of illiterates has increased. What we

need is to search for more inexpensive, poor manrs learning systems.

One of the problems is that (l nope you will forgive me for saying

this) education has become too important to be left to educators alone.

The whole range of nationai sectors must be involved in decisions regarding

the educational system. The primary problem wili be how to infuse greater

fiexibility in our educational systems.

uestion: I am wonder ing if you would comment on the Soviet Union,

particularly in relationship to glasnost. Is it a realistic opportunity for us

to solve some of these international problems together?

Dr. Soedjatmoko:

Every nation, not only the Soviet Union or the Third World but aiso
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this nation, goes through periods of closing in upon itseif and of opening out

to the world. I think the Soviet Union is in such a phase of opening up, for

very important domestic reasons. I spent just recently two weeks in the

Soviet Union as a guest of the Soviet Academy of Sciences, and I was

reminded very much of the visit I made to India when Rajiv Ghandi had just

come into power. I was struck then by this tremendous groundswell of new

hopes, new expectations. I found this in the Soviet Union at the time of my

recent visit.

I can well understand the continued, let's say, refusal to suspend

disbelief in considering how real glasnost is going to t". However, within

Lire Soviei Union itself, I talked to many, many people who are absolutely

deiighted and who are speaking of the new Soviet man, a new Soviet period,

with great pride and expectations. I believe it is important to take these

reactions into account. This is not the place to engage in a debate over

which of the various interpretations are pbssible and valid, about the

ultimate significance of this development. But I beiieve it is a very serious

development which those of us who are hoping for a more reiaxed

international situation, and certainly the major powers, cannot afford to let

to by.

Question: Earlier you mentioned that we don't build anything today Iike the

medievai cathedral, and you pointed out that what we do build is for the

short term economically and, at best, for the nation poiitically. One
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thought that comes to mind is that the medieval cathedral not only was

built for a longer term and for something beyond the nation; it also

reflected very powerfully and concretely a common cultural synthesis,

which in the Middle Ages in Europe was shaped and assured by the church.

In today's world, between the Western powers, the Soviet bloc, and the

developing worid, there is no such common cuiturai synthesis. So I ask you,

sir, how do we speak to one another effectively in terms of shared human

values when we have no shared common language?

Dr. Soedjatmoko:

I am not so sure that we don't have the beginnings of a shared

common language to express some very basic human vaiueS that are to be

found in all cultures. Those values are to be found in different

configurations in each culture, in different relationships to each other, but

they are there. One of the efforts in which we will have to persevere is in

making ourseives understand that there is a common bedrock of those

human vaiues"

The problem really is to develop a sense of common solidarity and

universality not on the basis of the lowest common denominator, but on the

highest values of each of our societies. That will require a density and

level of communication that goes far be,vond what we are accustomed to in

the age of electronic media. But we shouid also be aware how easily those

media, and the short attention span of modern man, tend to distort our
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images of each other. The problem is to go beyond the superficiality and

the superficial stereotypes that are very often created by instant

communication"

We will have to develop much more effective means for a deeper

level of understanding. And here one reaches, of course, into the level of

basic concepts with regrd to the ultimate meaning of human life. These

are areas that are usually not talked about in culturai exchanges, but I

believe that unless we do, we may fail to understand how people in other

cultures respond to the uncertainties and the unpredictability of the

situation in which they find themselves.

Here I would like to mention very briefly the inadequacies of the

social sciences as we conduct them now. There is a need for a much

greater interaction between the social sciences and the humanities in order

to make us aware of levels of analysis that are not limited to interests and

aggregation and confiicts of interest, but.that lay open the very basic

motivations that drive human life and human actions.

Question: Does not the threat that comes from unilateral exercises of

ieadership come from a lack of understanding of the known goals of other

nations, the lack of a plan that other people can have confidence in, and a

lack of integrity within nations, or factionalism? Is there a role for

coordination between schools of diplomacy internationaily so that we can

begin to get a handle on this problem?
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Dr. Soedjatmoko:

I agree with you. It would be very useful for students of schoois of

diplomacy to visit other schools in other countries and do it regularly.

There are a number of things that could be done at that ievel. However,

the problems, I think, iie deeper than that. Given the complexities of the

problems in the world, it is very difficult for countries, and especially

powerful countries, to accept the fact that the world is different from

what they had expected it to be. To learn to live with manifestations of

social and political and cultural life that do not easily fit onets own

preconceptions about what social life and society should be is one of the

most diff icult lessl6hs.{
Now, one way of dealing with that is not to wait for people to reach

schools of diplomacy, but to start at the Secondary level to develop

international schools -- on a much larger scale than some have already done

-- where people from different countries learn to know each other and,

what is most important, to trust each other as human beings. I have talked

to many graduates of these international schools, and I am struck aimost in

every case by how greatly their lives have been affected, changed for the

better and enriched, because of this international exposure, living with

people from other cultures.

It is at the levei of human trust that understanding becomes

possible. If one denies or is not ready ro accept a common humanity with

(
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people who have entirely different outlooks, then no cultural exchange may

be very helpful. The fundamental need is to develop the kind of exchanges

that engender human trust.
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